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Dear Ms. Ilievsk,

Thank you for accepting our paper for publication. As suggested, we have done the language revision. Actually, we used the company recommended by you, International Science Editing, but obviously we were left with some minor grammatical errors. In addition, we have made some further minor corrections as listed below.

Gunnar Kullgren

Page 1 (Cover page):
1. Line 1: Gender differences - correction made: added s
2. Line 16: Gender differences - correction made: added s

Page 2 (Abstract page):
3. Line 16: (p=0.001) - correction made: added 0
4. Line 22: for own suicidal expressions, -- correction made: added the word suicidal
5. Line 24: (CI=1.00-7.74) - correction made: deleted 1
6. Line 27: Gender differences - correction made: added s
7. Line 32: Gender differences - correction made: added s

Page 6 (first paragraph):
8. Line 8: (24) - correction made: the reference number changed from 25 to 24
9. Line 19: (25, 26) - correction made: the reference numbers changed from 26, 27 to 25, 26
10. Line 22: ; - correction made: the punctuation mark changed from , to ;

Page 7 (first paragraph):
11. Line 5: (27, 28) - correction made: the reference numbers changed from 28, 29 to 27, 28
12. Line 16: (3.44) - correction made: deleted 4
Page 8 (Results section):

13. Line 5: twenty, -correction made: changed the number 20 to word twenty

14. Line 17: correction made: deleted the words,” less serious or”

15. Line 23: (95% = 1.059 - 9.227) -correction made: changed to (CI = 1.06 - 9.23)

16. Line 24: (95% = 1.289 - 11.729) -correction made: changed to (CI = 1.29 - 11.73)

Page 10 (Discussion section):

17. Line 18: plans, -correction made: changed the word planning to plans

18. Line 23: plan and/ attempts, -correction made: deleted the word or and inserted and/

19. Line 10: (p = 0.022, p = 0.001) -correction made: added , respectively

20. Line 11: (p = 0.023, p = 0.049) -correction made: added , respectively

Page 11 (second and last paragraph):

21. Line 5: Deletion of -correction made: deleted the punctuation mark . and the space.

22. Line 9: (29) -correction made: the reference number changed from 24 to 29

23. Line 22: significant anxiety -correction made: changed to significantly more anxiety

24. Line 25 (last line): (29) -correction made: the reference numbers changed from 24 to 29

Page 12 (first paragraph):

25. Line 5: (29) -correction made: the reference number changed from 24 to 29

Page 13 (2nd and 3rd paragraph):

26. Line 4: cross-sectional, -correction made: deleted cultural and added sectional

27. Line 11: difference $^s$ -correction made: added $^s$

Page 15 (References section):

28. Line 2: WHO, -correction made: the 0 (zero) deleted and added capital O

29. Lines 21 to 25: -correction made: The order of reference cited was interchanged 9 became 10 and vice versa.

Page 16 (References section):

30. Line 3: =Barett M.E -correction made: the punctuation mark between M and E deleted
Page 17 (References section):


32. Line 7, 8 and 9: The order of reference cited was changed, -corrections made: The reference no. 24 is shifted as reference no. 29 and the other numbers (25, 26, 27, 28 and 29) are changed to 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28, respectively.

Page 25 (Table no. 6):

33. Line 6, 7, 8: 0.561-20.478, 0.298-4.549, 0.243-2.839, -correction made: the number ‘0’ is inserted in line 6, 7 and 8 before the decimal for uniformity.